
SUPERBOWL QUILT PROJECT-2024 
Supply List 

 
 Since our Cowboys will not be playing, we will have fun all afternoon on February 
11th, from 11:30 to 5:30—or you can choose your own schedule for that day.  We 
encourage you to bring snacks to share that day—I will have waters and utensils for 
everyone.  We make it a day of “fun sewing” and hope you will enjoy the sharing. 
  
 The project is a Jelly Roll one, and you can make a placemat, runner or quilt of your 
choice of size.  It is constructed of blocks that measure 12” (finished) so  you can make as 
many as you want to combine into your project.  If you do some “pre-cutting” before class 
that will make a big difference—at least a few of each cut anyway. 
     The pattern handout will be provided that day for you.  This does use a “partial seam” 
         which is easy and “neat”—and Jane and I will be demonstrating that for you!  
 
Each block consists of a center block (4 1/2”), 4 strips cut from the Jelly Roll (8 ½”) 
 and 8 strips (1 ½” X 8 ½”) cut from your background fabric.  **see photo!  
 
    Bring:  Fabric squares cut 4 ½” -all one dominant color or a variety of color—not 
  too “busy” but a pattern is fine—even a “fussy cut” 
    --One Jelly Roll or cut 2 ½” WOF strips—each strip will be cut into  4  8 ½” lengths 
  ***If you can precut your choice that is great—at least a few strips—all 
         four pieces from each strip will go into one block 
   --Background/Sashing strips—Precut these if possible 1 ½” WOF and then into 
       8 ½” sections—the more you have precut the more you will get done 
        
    ***The full size quilt—36 squares finishes at 88” square with borders 
           30 squares make a quilt 88” X 76” (approx)   

These sizes require 3 to 3 ½ yards of background/sashing  fabric-suggest a 
solid or “tone on tone” fabric 

           Borders (not needed for class) are suggested at 2 ½” (first) and 6 ½” (outer) 
 
Bring your supplies: Sewing machine with power cord 
  and foot control 
  -1/4” foot or setting 
  -Thread and bobbin 
  -Ruler(s) and Rotary cutter -good blade!  
  -Ripper 
  -Small iron if desired (may share) 
  -Basic supplies that you enjoy!  
 



 
 


